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WHAT WE DO?
We are developing new blockchain-based technology - Relatefacts, which will allow checking Business(professional) relations history and actual
expertise of remotely located counterparty, no matter if it individual or legal entity.
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OUR MISSION
We want to make remote business relations safer, more transparently and completely eliminate such concepts as: scam; fraud; fake accounts,
portfolios, and expertise; data spoofing;

HOW THE RELATEFACTS WORKS?
First of all, the system will generate user very own hashed ID, based on user personal data (or legal documents for entities). From now on, when users
participating in any reputation affecting business activities, they hashed ID will be tethered for it and used in Relatefacts smart contracts. Those
contracts will gather information about: how event was completed, how the participants rate each other, how the verified off-chain experts (oracles) rate
the results - and using mathematical formulas, calculate the reputation score.
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SOLUTION FOR THIRD PARTY DEVELOPERS
We are developing Relatefacts SDK that will allow users to create new solutions, and Relatefacts API, which will be used to connect any Relatefacts
based solutions to any existing system.

RELATEFACTS FEATURES
Transparency - Relatefacts shows user exact reputation
score based on social and business activities;

Anonymity - besides the reputation score, user can choose, which
part of his reputation history he wants to share with other users;

Data secureness - user personal data didn't stored in the
system but get deleted right after generation of hashing
ID;

Unvarying - every reputation based event is stored in a
blockchain, via special standardized smart contracts, and
couldn't be changed by third parties;

Interconnections - every private or public and open
blockchains, which supports smart contracts could be
used for storing and sharing reputation history;

Oracles - some reputation affecting events will happen off-chain,
that's why relatefacts provides special status for trusted experts
who will check it.
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To show the most usefull Relatefacts social and business benefits, we are developing Illuminates platform - the crypto social media, which includes
various SaaS products, as:
startup launching
platform

centralized and
decentralized exchange

freelance
marketplace

various e-commerce
marketplaces

ILLUMINATES
SOCIAL MEDIA

BECAME SHAREHOLDER
Seed stage of equity sale is ongoing now. We selling 6% of equity so there is 12x$25 000 ( minimal investment) spots on this round.

31 000+ participants

WHAT IS LUM TOKEN?
Illuminat (LUM) is a custom token, that serves to operate Illuminates platform and paying Relatefacts fees (for example when user developing his own
solution and use it in commercial). LUM total supply is 100 000 000 (there is wouldn't be additional supply over time). Iluminat tokens uses erc 20
standard and released on Ethereum blockchain

BUDGET ALLOCATION
$240 000 - 24% Advertising

TOKEN ALLOCATION

9 700+ followers

Crowdsale
82% - 82,000,000.00 LUM

$235 000 - 23,5% PR
Team
15% - 15,000,000.00 LUM

$443 520 - 44,35%
team

12 000 registered
users

$5 000 - 0,5% Marketing

$65 100 - 6,51%
company's operating expenses

$11 380 - 1,14% contingency reserve

Advisors 1% - 1,000,000.00 LUM
Bounty 2% - 2,000,000.00 LUM

CURRENT PROJECT STAGE
1st round of PreSale ongoing and will last until the 30th of October. The current stage bonus is 200%. Only 675 000 LUM are available for sale. 1st stage
token price is 1 eth = 3000 LUM.

Learn more on our official website or contact us
Info@illuminates.org

+38 (050) 505 53 10

